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The University of Dayton 
"SMART DIPSTICK" INVENTOR 
TO RECEIVE UD'S TOP RESEARCH AWARD 
News Release 
March 26, 1993 
Contact: Teri Rizvi or Rosemary Harty 
DAYTON, Ohio-- The University of Dayton's top research award this year is going 
to one of the quietest researchers on campus. But Bob Kauffman's technology, dubbed the 
"smart dipstick," speaks volumes. 
The invention, developed by the University of D·ayton Research Institute and Wright 
Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, has been recognized as one of the 100 most 
technologically significant innovations of 1992 by R&D Magazine. Now, its inventor has 
captured the University's annual Wohlleben/Hochwalt Outstanding Professional Research 
Award, which carries a $1,500 stipend. The Centerville resident will be honored at a 
luncheon on campus April 15. 
"Bob is a very ingenious, inventive fellow," said Ken Davis, supervisor of the non-
metallic materials division of UDRI. "This is the best piece of work I've seen that's come 
,/ out of the Institute in the past year. He never seeks the spotlight; it finds him." 
Kauffman and physicist Douglas Wolf originally developed the technology in the mid-
1980s for the Lubrication Branch of Wright Laboratory to measure the remaining useful life 
of gas turbine engine oils used in military aircraft. The RULER (Remaining Useful Life 
, Evaluation Routine) instrument consists of an electronic probe connected to a computer. It 
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can'be used to quickly and scientifically determine when it's time to change car oil, jet 
engine oil--even cooking oil--by calculating what's left of the antioxidant, an additive that 
keeps oil from degrading too fast. The RULER was used during Operation Desert Storm to 
analyze oil samples from A-10 aircraft. Kauffman, a chemist, holds three patents on the 
technology. 
In December 1991, the University entered into two joint ventures to commercialize the 
technology. A portable prototype unit called COAT (Cooking Oil Analysis Technique) is 
currently being tested at J.R. Simplot, the nation's largest frozen potato and french fry 
processor, and a McDonald's franchise in Boise, Idaho. More extensive market testing is 
expected to begin in May. 
In addition, Kauffman recently developed a spin-off technology called PERFECT 
(Peroxide in Fuel Estimation and Concentration Test). Shaped like a hand-held calculator, the 
tool can be used to detect compounds in jet fuel that clog and damage engines. 
Eight other UD researchers will receive certificates of merit for outstanding research at 
the April 15 luncheon. The fmalists for Wohlleben-Hochwalt Outstanding Professional 
/ Research Award include: Nachhater S. Brar, David L. Flannery, Michael D. Gravelle. 
Christopher J. Sharbaugh, Karl R. Huber, Celeste M. Howard, Ismail M.K. Ismail and Ajit K. 
Roy. 
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, For interviews, contact Robert Kauffman at (513) 229-3942. 
